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•COLLEGE SENATE MEETING•

Official Minutes

November 13, 2015
CALL TO ORDER: Senator McMillan called the meeting to order at 3:01 p.m.
ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA: Senator McMillan presented the agenda, then asked for a motion to
approve the agenda. Senator Sherman moved and Senator Floss seconded. The Senate agenda was
approved.
PRESENTATION OF THE MINUTES: Senator McMillan presented the minutes of October 9th 2015. There
were no changes, the minutes were accepted. Senator McMillan then presented with a brief explanation the
revised and corrected May 8, 2015 Senate minutes. Senator Maldonado noted that there was one correction
needed at the top of page 18 with her dialogue. The correction will be made. The May 8th Senate minutes were
re-approved.
REMARKS OF THE PRESIDENT
Provost Perreault: I was asked to provide a few updates on the President’s behalf. The first being the status
of moving academic support services into the library. This proposal did not make the first round of cuts by
SUNY, but we have decided to pursue it on our own. Our architects are assessing space in the building.
There is not currently a set list of what would be included, but preliminary talks have included the writing
center, EOP, tutoring, professional advising. With the concept being to create a one-stop-shop for academic
support.
The second update is on the SUNY performance proposals in general. Again the 4 proposals being:
1) A virtual concierge for financial aid, registrar, and other student service offices.
2) Expansion of EOP program-with the goal of adding 100 students.
3) Create single space for community programs on campus.
4) Predictive analytics program for students on campus.
The performance improvement plan has tasked us with generating goals for a list of measurable which
includes retention rates, graduation rates, faculty/student ratios, and other measurables. I am told that next
month we will hear from the Chancellor of SUNY on which proposals will be funded.
Senator McMillan: We have posted all four SUNY Investment Fund Proposals on the Senate website, so if you
go to the front page of the website, the bottom-center of the page lists the proposals.
http://collegesenate.buffalostate.edu/
Vice President Payne-Enrollment Update
I have been asked by the President to review the highlights of our fall enrollment, and I was asked by the chair
of the senate to make sure that members of the senate had the fall enrollment profile in advance. So I do want
to thank the Provost and the staff in institutional research for getting that information out. I also want to thank
AVP Enrollment Management, Erin Alonzo, who has provided answers to certain questions that the senate
had put before us. And while I’m thanking people, I would be remiss if I did not thank our staff in Admissions,
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Financial Aid and Registrar. As you know, our overall enrollment figure stands at 10330, on a goal of 10661.
A decrease in enrollment of 3%.

Fall 2015 Enrollment Summary

Question #1 How many compass students were enrolled? How does their performance compare with
other students? What support are they being provided?

Compass Students
Enrollment

High School Performance

Fall 2014
Fall 2015

Avg
GPA
78.7
79.4

Avg SAT
763
781

We experienced an increase in Average High School GPA of .7% and Average SAT of 18 points compared
with 2014.
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Support Services Provided by BSC
As a support system, the COMPASS Program hires a Coordinator to provide various forms of assistance to the
students they serve. These activities include academic coaching, in-house workshops and presentations and
peer mentoring.
The COMPASS Program also utilizes data gathered by MAP-Works to better determine intervention plans for
the students of the program.
Question #2 What is the comparison between last year’s retention of subpopulations (EOP, athletes,
Compass, and others)?
One Year Retention of Subpopulations (2014)

2014 Cohort

Retention Rate

EOP

161

82.0%

SSSP

23

60.9%

Compass

218

66.1%

Athletes

151

82.8%

Question #3 What is the magnitude of the problem with returning students and transfer students decreased
enrollment? Some trend data on these patterns would be helpful.
Trend Data
Transfer students:
3 yr change

3 yr change

ENR

ENR %

ENR #

9039

8612

6.32%

581

4207

4178

3980

5.40%

227

Monroe

10554

10260

9360

11.31%

1194

Genesee

3469

3326

3179

8.36%

290

2012

2013

2014

ENR

ENR

Erie

9193

Niagara

COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
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Buffalo State College (BSC) has also experienced an overall decline in enrollment of transfer students through
fall 2015.
2012

2013

2014

1,283

1,105

1,039

3 yr % chg

19.02%

3 yr # chg

244

2015

977

First Year Retention

Discussion and Questions for VP Payne following his report.
Senator Reid: Thank you for your report. So the conclusion as I understand it, is to increase the number of
students from downstate. How much emphasis is being placed on enrolling students from local areas? This
seems like a much more efficient strategy, especially when considering limited housing space.
Vice President Payne: You are absolutely right, and the provost is working on strategies to increase
enrollment of students from WNY. With weekend and evening programs being developed. These programs
are also aimed towards the continuing professional studies population. Night and weekend programs is an
area we can certainly grow, and would allow for us to enroll more part time students. More online and hybrid
courses would help grow summer enrollment.
Ron Stewart: Has there been consideration of making the initial on-campus experience better for transfer
students? The experience from my department is that the registrar will send students who want to go into
social work, (which has a different admission requirement), into sociology. I think a lot of our reputation for
taking in transfer students comes from word of mouth.
Vice President Payne: I agree and you know we are searching for a new director of orientation. I think that
the orientation experience for transfer students is something that we can improve.
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Senator Floss: From a faculty perspective, I think we might want a bit more information. For instance, why is
it that our 1st year students dropped to 78%? What percentage of them just flunked out due to never showing
up to class? There is not much we can do about them. What percentage were close to a 2.0 GPA, and just
needed some more support and services to keep them in good standing? What percentage were going to go
to UB anyway, but just stopped here first? It’s hard for faculty and staff to make retention efforts without that
breakdown. Also GPA might be a good predictor in terms of majors. Knowing a student’s grades in certain
disciplines may allow us find the program that best suits them. So if a student is great at math, maybe
Chemistry is for them. If they did great in English, Communications may be a fit.

Provost Perreault: That information is critical to retention, and is exactly what predictive analytics can help us
with. Being able to break down this data is so critical that we will be using predictive analytics whether we get
SUNY funding or not.
Senator Floss: I think another concern is that waiting for certain computer packages to be up and running
could result in lost time when there are some steps we could start taking now.
Senator Potts: Could you speak to the figure on page 8? (Trend in matriculated full time admits).
Vice President Payne: Clearly, we have admitted a slightly riskier first time-full time population. Some of the
risks involve how we choose to weigh SAT scores of applicants. The question is to find what level of risk that
we can take in our admissions profile and still retain students through graduation.
Senator Potts: I guess the part of the graph that I’m particularly curious about is the ‘very selective’ and
‘selective’ categories, in which we have seen a dramatic decline over the past 4 years. I’m wondering, where
are these students going? Why are they not applying or accepting admission? It would seem that we may be
losing market share to other institutions in Western New York. If that’s the case, how might we address that?
Vice President Payne: By increasing staff in our New York City office, we are pursuing a strategy of going
after the more competitive and selective high schools in New York City. I do not assume that we are losing
market share to local schools because those schools have not seen dramatic rises in enrollment to correlate to
our loss of students. We do have to be more competitive in recruiting from quality high schools outside of the
Western New York area.
Senator Velez: We may be able to increase the number of applicants from the very selective group, by
increasing merit scholarship opportunities. As tuition has risen, these scholarships have not. We plan to make
a recommendation to the president soon to increase these scholarships.
Senator Goodman: This seems like a fairly significant change to our profile, the kind of change that may
need to be planned for. It seems like as an institution we handle this in a very ad hoc way. It seems that we
just try and deal with these changes after they happen. My question is out of these applicants, how many did
we accept when compared to previous years?
Senator McMillan: Is the senate body okay with Erin Alonzo answering this question?
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Senate Body: Yes.
AVP Alonzo: What I have may not answer the question exactly, it has acceptance rates for the different
cohorts. We have seen gradual increase in our acceptance rate over the past 5 years. In 2015, the
percentage of students accepted increased by 9.1%.
Senator Maldonado: I think what Senator Goodman might be inquiring about is the percentage accepted by
high school GPA or SAT, something that is related to how the selectivity rating are generated.
Vice President Payne: We previously operated under a memorandum from SUNY which outlined the criteria
for 5 different cohorts of students, in regards to their GPA and SAT scores. The fact that we are no longer
asked to comply with this memorandum does indicate a change within SUNY. There are now increased
enrollment targets across SUNY campuses.
AVP Alonzo explains with graph visual.

2012
2013
2014
2015

Highly Selective
26.8%
20.2%
15.7%
14.1%

Selective
49.2%
47.8%
34.6%
30.7%

Less Selective
24.0%
32.0%
49.7%
55.2%

Senator McMillan: Are all of the groups shown in this graphic? Because the chart only shows 3 categories.
AVP Alonzo: Yes, if you refer to page 18, very selective includes both groups 1 and 2.
Senator McMillan: Why is the timeline formatted backward?
AVP Alonzo: I asked Institutional Research that question, and that was a request that was made, to have it
formatted as it is.
Senator McMillan: (addresses Senate body) We do have to move on to the next agenda item, but the
conversation does not have to end here. If you have comments and questions, please send them to me.
Vice President LeVine- Campus Budget Status
Presentation Overview
• Results of State Operating Activity 2014/15
• Projections for 2015/16 State Operating Activity
• Future Budget Issues
Comparison of State Purpose Revenues to Expenditures 2013/14 Budget Planning
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Comparison of State Purpose Revenues to Expenditures-2013/14 Actual Results

Comparison of State Purpose Revenues to Expenditures- 2014/15 Budget Planning
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Comparison of State Purpose Revenues to Expenditures- 2014/15 Actual Results

Comparison of State Purpose Revenues to Expenditures- 2015/16 Budget Planning
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Projections for 2015/16
Comparison to 2014/15 Budget
2015/16
Projection

2014/15
Budgets

Sources:
Revenue
State Tax Support

61,580,000
24,338,200

60,749,000
24,461,100

831,000
(122,900)

Total Sources

85,918,200

85,210,100

708,100

85,835,300
2,362,100
739,100
51,100

85,835,300

0
2,362,100
739,100
51,100

Total Uses

88,987,600

85,835,300

3,152,300

Net Results

(3,069,400)

Uses:
2014/15 Base Budget
Contractual Salary Increases
Tuition Credit for TAP
Approved Investments

(625,200)

Difference

(2,444,200)

Buffalo State Issues/Trends to Consider
SUNY Issues
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Short-Term:
• Future of Rational Tuition?
• Future Funding for Negotiated Salary Increases and Inflation?
• Funding of SUNY-wide Priorities and Initiatives
• Resolution of SUNY-wide “problems”
Long-Term:
• New Resource Allocation Model/Performance Funding?
Buffalo State Issues/Trends to Consider
Campus Specific
•

Enrollment / Budget Relationship:
 What is the appropriate enrollment level and mix?
 What budget is supported by the planned enrollment?
 Student service needs for future enrollment?

•

Future Budget Process, Linked to Strategic Plan
 Business Intelligence System Enhancements
 Transition to All-State Funds Focus
 Identify governance to support budget process
 Draft Budget Process and multi-year implementation plan
•

Minimize Administrative Costs

VP LeVine took questions from the Senate. There was discussion.
Senator Floss: Thank you for the report, I think it puts everything together nicely. One thing I want to
emphasize in this report, is the danger of the rational tuition program. It does not impact all campuses the
same. Since we have a special mission, as an urban campus that takes in a diverse group of students, and
many with low income. So this affects us more than other campuses. So for a campus like Geneseo, tuition is
not an issue the way rational tuition, as a policy, is detrimental to Buffalo State, and our mission. So that is
something we need to get out to our legislators. The policy is up for renewal, and there has to be adjustments,
so we are not taking a big hit.
Vice President LeVine: I agree, there are other issues related to the program. There has been a lot of talk
about border state tuition. Because Alfred State was really taking a hit because students can pay less by
going to PA schools. If I had my way, I would be focusing on state support. I have a graph which I’ve shown
before showing state support compared to tuition support for our campuses. Twenty five years ago, it was
about 50/50, and now it’s about 72% tuition and 28% state support.
Senator Stewart: From a faculty perspective, I’m not overly concerned about whether or not we get the best
students. I know we would all love to get the kind of students that go to Harvard, but that is not going to
happen. We need to think more about meeting the academic needs of our students. We need to help
remediate. When we determine budget allocation, we need to focus on academic support and remediation,
and focus more on the students we get than on the ones we don’t.
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Vice President LeVine: I agree. That is why I think it is critical to link the budget with information from
strategic planning.
Senator Brickhouse: We need to be honest with ourselves. As we allow students to register for classes,
while they owe money to the college, we also need to consider that financial aid is based on academic
progress. If students are not making progress as stated by financial aid; if we have students who are not
meeting those standards, letting them register is not going to give them books. So we really need to be
conscious about what we are doing, and if we are making decisions with student’s benefit in mind. And as
already mentioned, we do accept students with a lower income unlike other campuses, and we are not doing
them any favors by setting them up for debt without the completion of a degree. So as an institution I think we
need to engage the students in the retention conversation.
REMARKS OF THE CHAIR
Senator McMillan: The last three senate meetings we have had a lot of reports and not much business. But
realize that these reports are generating a lot of discussion and I would encourage you to continue to talk
about these reports with me and share with all of your constituents. This is what the job of the Senate is.
There are big changes at SUNY and on campus and we can be heavily involved if we keep this discussion
going. My motto is no negativity, just positive energy.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
Academic Plan Committee (APC)-Senator, Jason Grinnell, Chair
• Presented update on the Strategic Plan process.
Senator Grinnell: Both Senator McMillan and I represent the Senate on the (CPC) College Planning
Council. For the duration of the year in addition to the APC’s regular committee business, we will also be
reporting on the Strategic Planning process. The CPC convened for the first time on October 30th. At that
meeting President Conway-Turner gave us our formal charge. And the Provost led a discussion of the
planning process and what we can expect. She strongly emphasized that we should be eliciting broad
participation from the campus community. Two open fora have been scheduled: Tuesday November 24th in
the Campbell Student Union. The other on December 11th in the Assembly Hall. There will also be open fora
held for the campus and one for the Senate as a body. Each of these fora will be publicized in the Daily
Bulletin. We are a representative body, we have constituents let’s get them involved. We are encouraging you
to be involved in this process. If you have questions or concerns for the open fora and do not feel comfortable
speaking publicly, you can let Senator McMillan or I know what you would like discussed or asked.
Participation from the Senate on the open fora is very important. December 15th will be the next CPC meeting,
so I will update you on that meeting at the February Senate meeting.
There was no discussion following the APC report.
College Senate Curriculum Committee (CSCC) - Marc Bayer, Chair
• Senator Bayer presented a slide show of the new submission procedures and template forms.
Where we stand on our goals to make the process more informative. Here are some things that changed on
the CSCC website (via the Senate website) I’ve been working with the Associate Deans and we have made
some great strides. I encourage everyone, if you are going to be working on a curricular proposal to use the
CSCC website and download the templates and new forms, as they have changed. I worked with Andy
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Chambers-(Library information Officer) he helped me prepare information for the CSCC site. He put some
processes in place for proposal workflows:
• Wufoo for submission
• Dropbox for storage
• Doolli for making the proposals available publicly.
When you go to the site there is a form for submitting. They use Wufoo and then go to Doolli
That will take you to Doolli and there are about nine items in there currently. Items are submitted, being
reviewed, revisions requested and approved. If you go here you can see where the item is in the process.
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The form below is a word doc with a lot of information to the right that will aid in filling out the template correctly
You have been given the information and must follow the directives to fill out the form correctly. I will
send it back if this process is done incorrectly (not using these annotations. This is to prevent that
from happening.
COURSE TEMPLATE WITH COMMENT SECTION ON HOW TO FILL OUT ROUTING FORM
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Course once they get submitted and go to Wufoo and Doolli go into Dropbox folder and into one of the folders
that are categorized according the submission. I then take them out of there and into a WorkGroup review
folder. After that then it goes into approved or revisions required. Go to the folder
DROPBOX FILES

Go into Dropbox (you will need to create a DB account if you do not have one).
I will get a notification when editing has been done for revisions. If everything is correct then it goes
up to the president.
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Senator Bayer: Once a file is shared, then you can view it and edit it.
Senator Knowles: Are there instructions on the website on how to follow/use and understand this process? I
am not familiar with Wufoo, Doolli.
Senator Bayer: On the front end, the authoring side nothing changes, you write it and it goes to your school
curriculum committee and or department and then onto the Associate Dean. On the revisions side there are
differences obviously with the Dropbox (DB). If you are not familiar with DB, I will be willing to support and am
currently working with supporting the Associate Deans; they will then go to their Chairs and work with them. I
would be willing to attend a chairs/dept. meeting or school meeting, and answer any questions.
Senator Knowles: Whose Drop Box does it go to?
Senator Bayer: Each department in the school has a folder, and so that will get shared with anyone in the
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department who the Associate Dean needs to make the edits.
Senator Knowles: So the Associate Dean and so forth. You make the edits right in Drop Box? There should
be a threefold review of this process on the website that you can find well instead of all of these links.
Senator Bayer: I will be doing that, but this is just the start and the Associate Deans have also suggested
your idea as well. I feel good enough about the process to be here talking about it. I do have more work to do
with communicating all of this information.
Senator Knowles: It looks great. People who don’t do this, won’t remember what steps to take/how to do
this, what step to use.
Senator Morales: Are the changes in Drop Box immediate and does it sync? Is it saved and will it keep every
version?
Senator Bayer: You have to save it, and then it will save a version.
Senator Morales: Will you see it made immediately if I make a change?
Senator Bayer: Yes. I get an email when changes are made.
Senator Sherman: How do you know when the changes are done, even after the person goes in a makes
multiple changes?
Senator Bayer: The ‘green’ sheet revisions still apply. The CSCC still waits for the ‘green’ revisions from the
Associate dean, this is the official signature and we have not lost our physical process. This is a process that
everyone can be more informed of.
Instruction and Research (I&R) Committee, Scott Goodman, Chair
Senator Goodman presented for discussion two motions (see Appendix for motions)
1. DOPS Policy language change to the Student Identity Verification Online Learning Activities.
a. There was no discussion.
2. DOPS Policy language change and additional paragraph being added to existing Interdisciplinary Units
Policy.
a. This policy was created in 1983 and has not been revised since. It is a total re-write (spirit of it
is still there) with more details in it. There is a version with mark-ups that will be sent out to you.
Prior policy required an approved Academic program to exist prior to the formation of an
interdisciplinary unit. IU= faculty, a pseudo department; they don’t fit into one department; but
area where faculty want to work and create curriculum/programs. The old policy required that a
program already exist, the new policy can have faculty form the unit. The small changes how to
improve, college senate has some oversight with IU on how the IU policy is formed. Much more
detailed description on what faculty responsibilities are. Coordinator position of IU is analogous
to a department chair. Coordinator of an IU in the previous policy did guarantee release time for
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that person, and that has been removed. Release time will be between you and the dean
overseeing the IU. Slight difference in the process for selecting a coordinator, it goes to faculty,
recommendation to dean, and to provost. Finally a paragraph has been added, allocation of
enrollment to completion. To assign counting enrollment, and trying to assign students to
different dept. /degrees. Clarify if you are a member of a department and your teaching IU
course, would those students be counted towards your department. That is the gist of this
policy. We sent out the old policy and new for comparison.
b. There was some discussion.
i. Senator Maldonado posed several questions to Senator Goodman.
1. As a member of an IU, are there issues that occurred for that necessitated this
change; what is the rationale for the change?
ii. Senator Goodman responds. This came out of the Dean’s Council last year before I was
in charge of I & R. However the changes are relatively cosmetic.
iii. Senator Maldonado asked for the rationale at the next meeting.
iv. Senator Goodman: This is a thirty year old policy that had not been touched. I heard
that there was some problems with the old policy that prevented some IU’s from forming.
2. Senator Maldonado: Faculty that is under definitions faculty, like SUNY faculty
senate defines faculty; anyone who works at the institution, or commonly accepted,
definition of faculty being, people who are hired on faculty lines? Our IUs are a
combination of faculty and staff that serve on them currently. IU emerge because
they are marginalized groups that are being studied or on areas focused on
emerging scholarship. Having people that are interested to get these ideas off the
ground.
v. Senator Goodman: That would be teaching faculty/staff involved with scholarly activity.
3. Senator Maldonado: Are those parallel expectations within departments and not
more expectations for those people doing IU work?
vi. Senator Goodman: I think they are parallel. When you start getting involved outside of
your department there is always some concern. If an untenured faculty member would
suddenly want to be involved we would have to give that consideration to work well with
scholarship, and the tradition of teaching expectations. I don’t think this is extra work. You
cannot just sign up and do nothing. You have to lay out some responsibilities if you are
going to be a part of an IU.
vii. Senator Maldonado: In the motion it says "the faculty member ‘must'." Is this typical in
faculty appointments? This not the current practice in IUs, as various members of IUs will
do some - but not all - of these things. So perhaps a 'may’ can be added to the motion
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instead of 'must.'
viii. Senator Goodman: That sounds like a reasonable amendment. I will discuss this with
I&R.
4. Senator Maldonado: Have the current coordinators of the IU’s had a chance to
provide feedback?
Senator Goodman: I don’t’ think so. My understanding is that formal IUs that fall under this policy are not
many. They may be called IU’s but the formal one’s that form the policy perhaps are scarcely nonexistent.
This was part of the issue. Getting back to the original question; why this policy needed to be changed? My
feeling was people wanted to form IUs since there was some opportunities, but this policy was not working with
that. The answer is no I do not know who the coordinators are in order to get release time according to the
policy.
Senator Knowles: I am a coordinator of an IU, and I do get release time under the current policy. Women and
Gender Studies IU; do you consider us to fall into this or not?
Senator Goodman: That is not my call. The impression I got was that there were some IUs that this policy
was being difficult to reconcile. This policy is so old, what has evolved since is not included in this.
Senator Knowles: Who would I talk to and find out if my unit is included?
Senator Goodman: I am not sure. Some of these IU must have existed from before many of us can
remember.
Senator Floss: On tenured promotion decisions, have there been any revisions that would protect faculty at
the beginning of their careers who are put into something like this, and maybe there is a new dept. chair, etc.,
and then they are protected, i.e. they are in a program and then all of a sudden who decides on how they get
tenure?
That has been a problem before.
Senator Goodman: I would be concerned as an untenured faculty member. That is the role of a
memorandum between the department and the faculty member. If the expectations are to be involved in an IU,
that needs to be written down somewhere.
Senator Floss: Does it need to be a part of this policy?
Senator Goodman: I don’t’ think so, that would be a department decision whether an IU is appropriate for a
faculty member. If there are no other questions, I&R will take up some of these issues and report on it next
time. Perhaps a revised one.
UNFINISHED BUSINESS (formerly ‘Old Business’)
NONE.
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NEW BUSINESS
The planned UFS report to be given today will be postponed until the December 11, 2015 Senate meeting.
Senator McMillan asked for a motion to postpone the report. Senator Floss moved and another Senator
seconded. The Senate approved the motion to postpone the UFS report.
This report will then be given under Unfinished Business, at the December 11th Senate meeting.
CONSTITUENT QUESTIONS (CQ’s)
There were no Constituent Questions.
Senator McMillan then called for a motion to adjourn. It was moved.

Adjournment: 5:07 pm
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